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Now widely consolidated in
a variety of production sec-
tors, wood finishing

techniques are nothing new, and
are a reliable and economically
advantageous way of creating
furniture and furnishings.
This is precisely Nobilpan’s

area of expertise, boasting
forty years of experience in the
recreational vehicles sector, sup-
plying manufacturers and specia-
lized carpenters. With around 20
employees on its payroll,

Nobilpan’s presence on the Italian
market is well rooted, collaborating
with major manufacturers, but the

company intends to extend its sphere of influence to foreign mar-
kets, thanks in part to some recent investments. For the past three
years, Nobilpan has participated in the Caravan Salon in Düsseldorf,
establishing partnerships with RV builders across Europe and abro-
ad. In addition, new contacts have been developed with major
manufacturers in emerging countries.
“We’re not afraid of the global market” says Marcello Maestri,
Nobilpan’s Sales Manager, “and our desire to extend our range is
always stronger. Our production can certainly be increased.” 
Just what are the products Nobilpan proposes to the caravanning
sector, and what are their applications? The product catalogues lists
various types of finished panels, i.e. raw wood panels to which a
thin surface coating layer is applied to achieve a wood effect, or
other types of finishing. The process, which is ubiquitous to the
recreational vehicle sector, was brought over from the home furni-
shings industry. Nobilpan uses different types of surface coatings
(decorative paper, laminates, PVC, polypropylene, etc.), while plywo-

Quality, expertise and respect for
the environment
Nobilpan’s ever growing commitment to the recreational vehicles sector has oriented the company to broa-
den its horizons, not just on the European scene – but worldwide, increasingly perfecting its production and
focusing on the finishing of wood furniture.
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od is used as a support for the panels, which
are produced both within and outside of
Europe.
Applications on motorhomes and caravans
can be diverse: from furniture pieces, such
as closets and cabinets, to tables and kit-
chen countertops. However, finished panels
can also be used for doors, walls and cei-
lings, and even to finish the floors of RV loc-
kers. 
The choice of materials and coatings
depends on the individual manufacturer’s
choice, different building techniques, and
current tastes and trends in vehicles.
Nobilpan specializes in floor coverings, with
panels from 1.5 to 40 mm. The product
range also includes very large formats, up to
a maximum size of 5600x2200 mm.
Nobilpan’s flexibility in production allows for
just about any type of customization, based
on the customer’s request.
“We’re constantly working with our clients’
architects and designers” explains
Nobilpan’s Sales Manager Marcello Maestri,
“and we take pride in providing professio-
nal, quality products based on their specific
demands. We work with all industry sup-
pliers, for the wooden supports as well as
the coverings, and we can provide a variety
of solutions. The fact that we also work with
the furniture and home furnishings sector
allows us to manage design and production
issues, and foresee future design trends, so
that we can be ready for changes. Indeed,
design trends in the caravanning sector
generally follow those developed in the fur-
niture industry.” 
Today, the tendency in furnishings is
towards different tints, compared to the
classic hues popular in the past. Current pro-
posals include ash, elm and larch, combined
with shades ranging from light to expressi-
vely dark tints. Some walnut and oak upda-
tes are also markedly innovative. Often, a
wood effect is combined with various types
of inserts, especially for cabinets. And the-
re’s certainly an increasing demand for spe-
cial solutions, such as glossy materials and
embossing. Excellent three-dimensional
effects can be achieved both working with

plastic film and decorative paper. 
In recent years the changes in the recreatio-
nal vehicle market have also meant that
suppliers have had to change their method
of production and logistical organization.
Nobilpan has been capable of adapting its
organizational structure to these new needs.
“In both the caravanning and furniture sec-
tors,” explains Nobilpan’s Sales Manager,
“our products have always stood out for
their high quality, fast track production and
prompt delivery. I believe I can affirm that
these characteristics have made Nobilpan a
reliable and competitive supplier. We can
guarantee a significant level of flexibility in
production, and to obtain the best product
at competitive costs, we place a great deal
of attention on the selection of materials
and up-to-date technologies. Furthermore,
we’re sensitive to environmental issues, with
continuous controls on production proces-
ses aimed at containing environmental
impacts, selecting quality raw materials from
certified suppliers with guaranteed traceabi-
lity, using coatings that visually reproduce a
true wood look, or other surfaces, and are
therefore not derived from deforestation.
We adopt a production process that doesn’t

make use of formalde-
hyde, with machining
processes that limit
energy consumption,
making Nobilpan an
eco-oriented compa-
ny. We’re also very
active in conducting
research and deve-
lopment into mate-
rials and new solu-
tions aimed at
resolving - with the
same technical and
aesthetic specifica-
tions - which is
now considered
an issue of
utmost impor-
tance and
urgent imple-
mentation in the
field of recreatio-
nal vehicles,
especially at a
European level:
reducing the weight
of vehicles.”

For over 40 years, Nobilpan has focused its business on wood finishing techniques. Through the application of thin she-
ets of coating using PVA, the raw panels assume colours and designs with no limits to the imagination, from traditional

wood effects to a metallic, fabric or mural effect. Founded in 1974 thanks to the entrepreneurial insight of Alfredo Pezzali,
Nobilpan has evolved and perfected its finishing techniques, making use of a variety of supports (pressed wood, plywood,
MDF, chipboard and hardboard) and different decorative films (polypropylene, decorative paper, PVC, HPL and thin CPL
laminates). Applications are truly endless, and have increased over time: today Nobilpan’s production no longer focuses just
on the furniture sector, as it manufactures products for doors, exhibition stands, interior furnishings for recreational vehi-
cles, mobile homes, ships and boats. Based in the province of Parma, in Emilia Romagna, Nobilpan’s production site measu-
res 7,000 square meters, and the company has around 20 employees, with an annual turnover of about 11 million Euros. In
2000, Nobilpan was awarded UNI EN ISO 9001 certification, and recently also completed its FSC certification for the respon-
sible management of forest resources. Today, Nobilpan’s sensitivity to environmental issues and natural resources is summed
up in the “Eco-Friendly by Nobilpan” brand, attesting to the company’s commitment to adopting a wide range of produc-
tion techniques and best practices aimed at giving real meaning to the value of eco-sustainability.
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